The email thread below was sparked by Geary wanting to pay for someone’s airfare to fly in from
Kansas. However, the bulk of this email became Geary’s attempt to seize control of all the HydroGeo
profits by attempting to bully or blackmail me and the other officers with threats of misappropriation of
funds. He spins a good story with lots of IRS and legal threats. Unfortunately for Geary, he does not
understand the law or 501(c)(3) nonprofits. In fact, he contradicts himself several times in his email, and
even references an article that actually proves him wrong on multiple accounts.
In addition to this preface that explains most of Geary’s false accusations, I have highlighted and
commented on individual portions directly in Geary’s email. In most PDF readers, you can hover or click
the highlights to read my comments.
Also, at the last Grotto meeting, Geary claimed that he consulted attorneys to “make sure it was legal
for the Grotto to spend the HydroGeo money.” Geary’s announcement came only after I called him out
publicly for consulting attorneys to threaten us with misappropriation of funds. As you read Geary’s
email, you can decide for yourself if Geary’s true intention was altruistic or malicious. In addition, be
sure to read the separate Timeline document that shows Geary’s escalating attempts to acquire the
Grotto’s money.

False Claim #1: All the Money Belongs to HydroGeo

Despite presenting HydroGeo to the Grotto as a great moneymaker, and running it for four years as a
moneymaker for the Grotto, Geary suddenly has a change of heart as he moves to spinoff HydroGeo and
apparently now believes all the money belongs to HydroGeo:
· “These funds are considered non-fungible by the IRS and must be used to support the workshop
(not the grotto in general).”
· “…to claim that the profits for the event are the grotto’s is a misappropriation of funds.”
· “…The money generated for the event is the Workshops and NOT the grotto’s and should be
spent to enhance the event, not the grotto.”

Facts

HydroGeo is not a legal entity. Every check, every donation, every registration fee for HydroGeo was
made to the Bexar Grotto and deposited in Bexar Grotto accounts. The Bexar Grotto is the legal entity
that owns and controls the money.
Per 501(c)(3) rules, the donations that Bexar Grotto solicited from sponsors must be used for HydroGeo,
and we did spend all solicited donations on HydroGeo (see the separate Financial document). The
remaining money was registration fees, which can be spent on any Grotto purpose. Geary tries multiple
attempts to acquire these fees with False Claim #2 and #3.

False Claim #2: Registration Fees are the Same as Designated Donations

The primary claim that Geary uses to try to seize control of all our HydroGeo profits is that registration
fees are “designated funds” and must be spent on HydroGeo.
“These funds [registration fees] are considered non-fungible by the IRS and must be used to
support the workshop (not the grotto in general).”

Facts

Ironically, Geary references an article that he believes proves his case, but it actually proves him wrong.
(www.501c3.org/misappropriating-nonprofit-funds/, attached at the end of this document). We have
two types of income from HydroGeo: donations and registration fees. The donations we receive for
HydroGeo are solicited and must be spent on HydroGeo, and they were (see the separate Financial
document). In contrast, registration fees are exactly that—a fee. They are not donations. They can be
spent for any Grotto purpose. This is also stated in the Q&A after the article. The author, who is an
“Enrolled Agent”—which the IRS states is the highest credential they award—states that registration
fees are “general revenue available to be used for whatever purpose.”
As further alleged proof of his claim, Geary says that attorney Jay Clark from the NSS Legal Committee
confirmed the fees are designated funds like the donations. However, when Bennett contacted Jay
Clark himself, Mr. Clark sided with Bennett. So did Ted Lee, who is also on the NSS Legal Committee,
and a third attorney, Jim Curphy who is an actual tax attorney.
· Attorney Jay Clark stated “student registration were not donations” and that “the funds can be
used for any purpose consistent with your non profit status”.
· Attorney Ted Lee, stated “A registration fee is just that; a fee to attend the course. It can be
spent any way the grotto thinks it should be spent.”
· Attorney Jim Curphy said the unrestricted funds (the registration fees) can be spent for any legit
purpose of the non-profit.
Three legal opinions that counter Geary’s claim and that state registration fees are not designated funds
and do not have to be spent on HydroGeo. See the addendums at the end of this document for the
actual emails from the attorneys, unlike Geary who fails to disclose any actual “confirmation”.

False Claim #4: Donations Must Be Used as Sponsors Designate

Geary repeatedly says in his email that sponsors can designate how their donations must be spent.
· “ALL of the donations for the hydro-geo workshop were designated and MUST be used as the
sponsor requested…”
· “As a sponsor, I can designate my donation to be used as I see fit. The workshop has three
choices, they can accept the funds and use them as directed by the donor, or say no, ask if there
is something else that can be done with the funds, or return the money.”
· “As a 501c3 that accepts donations from donors, the funds MUST be used as designated by the
donor.”

Facts

Geary’s own link blatantly proves him wrong (www.501c3.org/misappropriating-nonprofit-funds/).
There are two types of designated funds: solicited and non-solicited. If we solicit donations for a specific
purpose (e.g., for HydroGeo), we must spend it on that purpose. If a donor gives us money and
designates it for a non-solicited purpose (e.g., paying for Ralph’s airfare), we can accept the money but
are under no obligation to use it for that purpose.
Furthermore, the IRS prohibits donations targeting a specific person, like paying for Ralph’s airfare. This
prevents tax fraud where a nonprofit is used to funnel money tax-free to an individual. The Q&A found
in Geary’s link above has numerous examples, like a nonprofit soccer club where parents want to donate
to specifically benefit their child. As it states, that is prohibited.

Also, before Geary tries to claim that he requested money from EAA to fly Ralph, Geary is specifically
forbidden from doing that. Geary cannot both allocate money within EAA and then request that money
from outside EAA. That is a conflict of interest, and why Pam Campbell, our Treasurer, had to fill out
pages of paperwork with EAA so that she could request the money instead. For the record, Pam did not
solicit EAA for money to pay for Ralph’s airfare.

False Claim #3: Designated Funds Convert All Money to Designated

Just in case his registration fee tactic falls through, Geary tries another ploy. From his email:
“…you can’t say, sponsorships paid for expenses and the profits are from the registration any
more than you can say, registration paid for the expenses and the sponsorships are the profits. It
is all the same pot of money: for the workshop.”

Facts

That is exactly what we can say. It’s called bookkeeping. See the separate Financial document.

False Claim #5: HydroGeo Is Outside the Bounds of Bexar Grotto

Geary has been running HydroGeo as if it is already its own separate entity.
“The workshop can make a donation to the grotto (as it does to CWAN)…”
The Bexar Grotto cannot make a donation to itself. Thus, Geary clearly views HydroGeo as a separate
entity and in control of the money, while the Bexar Grotto is nothing more than an external third-party
as disparate as Cave Without a Name.
Furthermore, in an entire paragraph about how to spend HydroGeo money, Geary says:
“While we have tried to run the event using a consensus method, at times, the chairs make
decisions that some of the staff may not agree with.”
Apparently, Geary (“chair”) gets to decide how to spend our money even if everyone else from the
Grotto (“staff”) disagrees, operating completely outside the Bexar Grotto Constitution and Bylaws.

Facts

HydroGeo does not exist as a legal entity—it is an event that Bexar Grotto hosts. In contrast, the Bexar
Grotto is a legal entity. It has a Constitution and Bylaws. It has officers who are legally responsible for it.
It has a tax ID number. It is registered as 501(c)(3) nonprofit. It has a bank account. HydroGeo has
none of that because it does not exist. Thus, everything HydroGeo does—including spending money—
must follow the Bexar Grotto Constitution and Bylaws and the IRS rules for 501(c)(3) nonprofits.
HydroGeo is not exempt from these rules.
However, I will add this—the Bexar Grotto Constitution and Bylaws have absolutely no requirements
that membership must approve expenses. Voting on expenses is a façade. The only mention in the
about any disbursement of funds is in the Bylaws, Article III, Section D: “Approval by any two Officers is
required for the disbursement of Bexar Grotto funds.” That’s it. Two officers. Even so, Geary is not a
Bexar Grotto officer and never has been an officer during the past four years that the Grotto has hosted
the HydroGeo event. Per our Bylaws, he has no authority to spend Grotto money.

False Claim #6: Officers Do Not Have to Participate

“We offered to Pam twice, that we could find another treasurer for the event if she didn’t want
to do it.”

Facts

As just stated in False Claim #5, HydroGeo is not a separate entity. At least two officers are required to
approve any HydroGeo expenses. Geary is not a Grotto officer and cannot approve expenditures on his
own, despite his claims.
Regarding the Treasurer specifically, the Treasurer is the officer directly responsible for the Grotto
finances. Despite Geary’s claim above, Pam can’t quit HydroGeo. She is the elected Bexar Grotto
Treasurer. HydroGeo is not separate. It does not have its own bank accounts. If you think we should
hand over the Bexar Grotto bank accounts to a non-officer who has no legal accountability for how the
money is spent, then be sure to read the separate Timeline document describing Geary’s own attempt
to misappropriate $5,000 without consulting the Grotto.
Furthermore, in contrast to the many false statements Geary makes, these are actually correct:
· “In addition, the officers of the organization are accountable to the IRS and they are the ones
that are exposed both legally and financially.”
· “This is something the officers of the organization should be very, very careful about as they have
a fiduciary and legal responsibility to the grotto, to the workshop, to the donors, and to the IRS.”
Even if an officer is not directly involved with HydroGeo, he/she is still legally and financially responsible
for the Grotto. Thus, it is in every Grotto officers’ best interest to be a part of HydroGeo and ensure that
it upholds both our Grotto Constitution and Bylaws and the IRS rules for 501(c)(3) nonprofits. That is
why Pam Campbell and Bennett Lee have been part of HydroGeo every year, despite wanting to quit
several years ago. In fact, this year, they were also the only officers involved in HydroGeo. To keep
HydroGeo legal and following the Grotto Bylaws, you need at least two officers to approve expenditures.
So, no, Pam could not quit.

Geary’s Email Threatening
the Bexar Grotto with
Misappropriation of Funds

Bennett Lee
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Geary Schindel <gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org>
Sunday, November 26, 2017 10:10 PM
Bennett Lee; Gregg Williams
Pam Campbell (pc926@hotmail.com); Geary Schindel (gschindel@mindspring.com); Rob
Bissitt (robert.c.b1117@gmail.com)
RE: EAA sponsorship

Bennet,
I finally have some time to deal with your email. Sorry for the belated response but it is what it is. I’ve also copied Rob
Bissitt on this email because of his interest in the subject.
I’ll respond in green below.
Geary
From: Bennett Lee [mailto:Bennett@BennettLee.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 24, 2017 8:37 PM
To: Geary Schindel <gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org>; Gregg Williams <gregg.wllms@gmail.com>
Cc: Pam Campbell (pc926@hotmail.com) <pc926@hotmail.com>; Geary Schindel (gschindel@mindspring.com)
<gschindel@mindspring.com>
Subject: RE: EAA sponsorship
Geary, I’m sorry if my response upset you. From your response, it seems Ralph is vital to the Tracer Testing
module. You’ve elevated him from “helper” to sole instructor. That’s not what you said originally. This is also the first
mention of paying this person’s travel expenses or that the EAA donation had a specific “intent”. Pam questioned EAA’s
donation at multiple meetings when they bumped up from $1000 to $1500. (FYI, that’s still down from the first year
when EAA contributed $2000.) You had multiple opportunities to say that the $500 was to pay for Ralph’s travel, but
you never mentioned it. When you finally do announce it and it’s questioned, you start backpedaling. It makes the
whole exchange seem disingenuous and is indicative of a larger problem that needs to be addressed.
Bennett, I appreciate your comments and concerns but was disappointed by your personal attacks as they were
unfounded and unnecessary. I wanted to provide you with a response to the relevant issues you’ve chosen to raise.
I wear two hats for the workshop; I am co-chair of the event and am tasked with arranging sponsorships, organizing
the modules, advertising, creating the program guide, and anything that falls through the cracks. I am also a Sponsor
as an employee of the Edwards Aquifer Authority. When the EAA donates money, I have on my sponsor hat. Sponsors
have two options. They can have designated donations or non-designated donations. ALL of the donations for the
hydro-geo workshop were designated and MUST be used as the sponsor requested, returned, or asked if they can be
re-designated (please see the discussion below). In looking at my sponsorship budget, I was able to direct an
additional $500 to the workshop and was waiting for Ralph to respond back to me as to whether he could participate
in the workshop. My intent was to cover his airfare with the extra $500 as I still had not gotten a firm commitment
from the other person as to whether they would be able to present. However, I did mention this twice in our
meetings that I wanted to cover Ralph’s airfare as I needed someone to present the Tracer Testing Module, but I think
folks were busy talking and not listening (a common occurrence at the grotto and workshop meetings). I should have
been more forceful in the meetings during the discussion and made the organizing committee understand the
options. However, it was decided to fund his travel so there was no need to make a further issue of it.
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As a sponsor, I can designate my donation to be used as I see fit. The workshop has three choices, they can accept the
funds and use them as directed by the donor, or say no, ask if there is something else that can be done with the funds,
or return the money. Regarding the amount of money that I can donate in any given year depends upon what other
events I choose to sponsor. I usually sponsor three to six events each year. I’m sorry if you feel that this is
disingenuous, I would recommend folks pay better attention during the meetings.
The Bexar Grotto is hosting this event. Not Geary Schindel. This event is possible because of the pool of free labor from
Bexar Grotto volunteers. What I said last year is that the Grotto is the pool of labor for the workshop but there are
other organizations that can also perform the logistics for the event. I specifically mentioned the UTSA Geology Club.
Arranging T shirts, setting up registration, ordering crappers, and running the event doesn’t take a lot of specialized
knowledge or skills and this ability is not unique to the grotto. This is not to discount the hard work by the grotto, it is
a great event and I think the grotto gets a lot out of it. Some tangible, some intangible.
The grotto is not the only group that can host the event. The South Texas Geological Society hosts the Gulf Coast
Association of Geological Societies conference (with about 1,000 attendees), the Association of Engineering and
Environmental Geologists (which has a large strong chapter in Texas and hosts annual events), the Geology Club at
UTSA just finished hosting the Karst Interest Group (with 200 attendees). All of these groups are capable of putting on
the event. All of their events have been hosted by volunteer labor.
I am not discounting your involvement, Geary. No one—and I mean no one—does more work for this event than you,
and it simply would not be possible without you. However, there is also no individual who benefits more than you. The
networking you get from putting on this event is invaluable for you professionally. You are making contacts and
building relationships with potential interns and employees and employers. Actually, the event is a success because of
the previous networking and relationships I’ve developed over the last 19 years, long before the grotto hosted the
workshop. However, that is NOT why I work on the event and I could really care less about any career boost some
people think that I get. I’m nearing the end of my career and those things are not important to me. You’re training
people in your field and making them a more valuable resource, and those people have you to thank for putting this
together. All that is wonderful for you and the hydrogeology community. Unfortunately, the majority of the Grotto
volunteers are neither hydrogeologists nor geologists. We don’t get benefits from this like additional trade skills or
networking in our field. The benefits of the grotto are many. The grotto has gone from being an obscure and
insignificant club of strange misfits (the view of many non-cavers) to being respected and considered an important
resource. The grotto does generate funds from the event. They are also educating the next resource managers about
caves and karst. The grotto takes about forty people a year into Spring Creek Cave. They give talks on safety, cave
conservation, and where to get additional help if they have questions on caves and karst. Workshop attendees have
joined the grotto, and we’ve had members find their first job from contacts at the workshop. In addition, those that
led the caving trips enjoyed exhibiting their skills and knowledge to the workshop attendees. I’ve been told by
numerous grotto members how much they enjoyed the event. Grotto members have also attended many of the
modules. The Grotto volunteers are helping because they expect it to be financially beneficial to the Grotto, and rightly
it should since the Bexar Grotto is the entity taking the financial and legal liability. $500 to Ralph to compensate him for
travel to show up for one weekend? That’s $500 not going to the Grotto, plus it leaves all the other volunteers
wondering why their expenses aren’t being covered, like MJ who wants local travel expenses. Jill’s back onboard—is she
going to ask to get paid again? Ralph offers a set of skills that no one else in the grotto or the area has (other than
me). If asked to shell out $350 to attend the event as a presenter, I think most people would balk at the request/cost.
This doesn’t include his $150 an hour rate that he normally bills for teaching or consulting. Considering the value I
think we got from Ralph, it is a deal. If Ralph had responded quicker, he would have also been our keynote speaker.
Some, like MJ have limited funds that they contribute to the event and need to be compensated for their expenses.
Anyone else who cannot afford the out of pocket expenses of volunteering should be compensated as well.. This is
not without precedent. Some grotto members were granted cost of entry to the ICS back in 2009. Many others in the
grotto can eat the costs of travel, mailing, and other expenses, some can’t but that doesn’t mean their contribution of
their labor isn’t valued.
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This all sets a dangerous precedence that is going to spiral out of control. Then there’s a $50 prize for the best field
lunch? $100 in books as prizes for yodeling and hog-calling contests when we already had a palette of books
available? These aren’t relevant to the workshop, and they’re taking away funds that would ultimately go to the
Grotto. $500 scholarship for geology field camp? That’s $500 less for the Grotto, but OK, as long as the person is
worthy. $2000 in scholarships? That’s a lot harder to swallow. Then suddenly the scholarships morph into $2000 in
cash door prizes? That’s $2000 that could be used to buy rescue equipment for the Grotto that could literally save
someone’s life, and instead it’s beer money for college students? No. No way.
The real crux of the issue is understanding how revenue for the workshop is generated and what it can be spent on.
As a 501c3 that accepts donations from donors, the funds MUST be used as designated by the donor. All of the
sponsorship money was directed by the donors for use by the hydro-geo workshop. In addition, all of the registration
fees were also collected for the workshop and is the primary source of funding since sponsorships can and do vary
from year to year. These funds are considered non-fungible by the IRS and must be used to support the workshop
(not the grotto in general). Extra funds can be either returned to the donors (or participants), held to fund the next
workshop, or the hydro-geo can request the donations be redirected by the donors. The workshop can make a
donation to the grotto (as it does to CWAN) but 100% of the funding staying in the grotto can not be justified and
would raise issues with our donors and the IRS.
Buying cave rescue gear (like phones) or paying someone’s tuition for a cave rescue course is a good use of the funds
as it can benefit the workshop by improving instructor skills, providing useful equipment, etc. However, to claim that
the profits for the event are the grotto’s is a misappropriation of funds. I obtained an opinion from the NSS legal
Committee on this (Jay Clark) and have a second legal opinion pending from Pre-Paid Legal as confirmation. In
addition, there are numerous web pages that speak directly to this issue. See
https://www.501c3.org/misappropriating-nonprofit-funds/ or just do a simple search on “misappropriation of
donations” for a large listing of web pages.
For example, if the NSS wants to buy a cave, and it costs $20,000 but the NSS raises $25,000, they CAN NOT move the
extra $5,000 to the NSS general fund or use it for some other purpose as the funds were designated by the donor. The
NSS would have three options; 1) they can retain the $5,000 and use it for future cave purchases, 2) they can return
the money, or 3) they can ask the sponsor if they can redirect the funds for other uses. To move designated funds to
other uses is in violation of IRS rules risking the 501c3 status of the grotto. In addition, the officers of the organization
are accountable to the IRS and they are the ones that are exposed both legally and financially. Some would call this
misappropriation of funds or more commonly called “money laundering” Also, it is being dishonest to the donors and
risks future donations.
Money from the Hydro-Geo Workshop is NOT fungible as in, you can’t say, sponsorships paid for expenses and the
profits are from the registration any more than you can say, registration paid for the expenses and the sponsorships
are the profits. It is all the same pot of money: for the workshop. To try and claim they are separate would be
considered “fraud” or as you point out in the email “laundering” of money. This is something the officers of the
organization should be very, very careful about as they have a fiduciary and legal responsibility to the grotto, to the
workshop, to the donors, and to the IRS.
As your friend, I need to make you aware that other volunteers also disgruntled. These expenses are not in the best
interest of the Bexar Grotto. Bennett, as we asked everyone at the beginning of the event, if they didn’t want to
participate, don’t. We offered to Pam twice, that we could find another treasurer for the event if she didn’t want to
do it. We did find a replacement for Rob. We could have done the same thing with registration. We asked multiple
times and we were told, we’ll do it even when some things such as tracking down a caterer, ordering T shirts, staying
to help clean up, etc. weren’t done by those that were responsible for them. Others had to pick up the slack. All I ask
is that you do what you say you’re going to do. I’ve also been told by many grotto members that they love doing the
event, it is fun working with all the students, they enjoy taking them caving, participating in the modules, and enjoy
the speaker, camping out, etc. So, remember, YOU don’t speak for the grotto, only a vote from the grotto speaks for
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the grotto. If anyone else is disgruntled, unless they come forward, its hearsay. To make sure understand, funds
derived from, but not spent on the Workshop, is not in the best interest of the Bexar Grotto.
Regarding the expenses, again, the money generated for the event is the Workshops and NOT the grotto’s and should
be spent to enhance the event, not the grotto. I discussed this two years ago that we need to make sure that we
reinvest some of the profits back into the event and was met with resistance. However, providing books, covering
someone’s airfare, purchasing T shirts, providing them dinner, a PA system, etc., all enhance the event but are not
strictly necessary. It helps to attract people to the event. While we have tried to run the event using a consensus
method, at times, the chairs make decisions that some of the staff may not agree with. Oh well, you learn pretty
quickly that you can’t please everyone.
They are, however, in the best interest of your long-term vision for the HydroGeo Workshop. Although you’ve never
shared your vision fully with the rest of us, I gather it’s something akin to growing into an internationally-recognized
hydrogeologic field camp with hands-on training and experience that simply is not available anywhere else. That’s a
great vision. Very noble. However, training hydrogeologists is not the purpose of the Bexar Grotto. The Grotto is a
caving club. We should be focused on caving. Instead, the Grotto is putting hundreds of manhours into this workshop,
and the only benefit we are getting is financial (which is not without its own headaches and turmoil). The more that this
money is being siphoned off and no longer benefits the Grotto, the more resistance and scrutiny you’re going to find to
these extraneous expenses. Actually, if you look at the mission of the NSS and of the grotto, education is part of that
mission and something that we do every time we lead a caving trip for non-cavers or help host a Robber Baron open
house. If it is not part of our core mission, then it would be considered a peripheral revenue source and the proceeds
of the event would be taxable. For example, the NSS rents out its auditorium for weddings, a roller derby, gun shows,
etc., and minus expenses, has to pay taxes on that income as it is considered not part of our core mission.
Also, if you want to go caving and think the grotto is only a caving club, then go caving but don’t ruin it for those that
may not be that interested in caving every weekend and enjoy the “social and community service” activities.
Professionally, this is really a non-event for me. I get a lot more out of attending national and international
conferences and events. I’ve been invited and had my way paid by UNESCO to attend meetings in Europe as well as
the University of Belgrade. Hydro-Geo doesn’t really reach that level of status. In addition, it has cost Sue and me
hundreds of dollars personally to help with the event and a lot of political capital with my bosses at EAA. They
tolerate the event but thought that it involved too much time from our employee. That is why we no longer have the
use of the Ranger, or many of our employees at the event helping teach. Also, my career is winding down and I will
retire at some point. This is not a career builder. It could be for some grotto members that have a background in
geology, if they are willing to pick it up.
I should also note that as of this morning, we only have 71 people registered. HydroGeo is three weeks away and we’re
only at 20% registration. By this time for the first two workshops, we had nearly 300 people registered, plus a long
waiting list. Last year, we didn’t come close to selling out, and I foresee an even bigger shortfall this year. Registration is
way down. Sponsorships are way down. Expenses are up. I (and several others) am trying to keep you grounded in
what’s best for the Grotto who is hosting the event and not get lost in your grand vision of what the workshop could
become to the hydrogeology community.
As time has shown, people wait to the last week or so to register. I had said registration was off a little because the
workshop was held earlier in September but I knew the event would still be successful. This is the way that all
conferences/conventions run. I’ve been on the steering committee and organizing committees for GSA southcentral
region, NGWA groundwater summit and karst conferences, and the Sinkhole Conference. In addition, I’ve been
directly responsible for six NSS Conventions attended by an average of 800 people. With the considerable amount of
sponsorship money obtained from the event, I told you all it would make money and it did.

From: Bennett Lee [mailto:Bennett@BennettLee.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 24, 2017 8:37 PM
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To: Geary Schindel <gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org>; Gregg Williams <gregg.wllms@gmail.com>
Cc: Pam Campbell (pc926@hotmail.com) <pc926@hotmail.com>; Geary Schindel (gschindel@mindspring.com)
<gschindel@mindspring.com>
Subject: RE: EAA sponsorship
Geary, I’m sorry if my response upset you. From your response, it seems Ralph is vital to the Tracer Testing
module. You’ve elevated him from “helper” to sole instructor. That’s not what you said originally. This is also the first
mention of paying this person’s travel expenses or that the EAA donation had a specific “intent”. Pam questioned EAA’s
donation at multiple meetings when they bumped up from $1000 to $1500. (FYI, that’s still down from the first year
when EAA contributed $2000.) You had multiple opportunities to say that the $500 was to pay for Ralph’s travel, but
you never mentioned it. When you finally do announce it and it’s questioned, you start backpedaling. It makes the
whole exchange seem disingenuous and is indicative of a larger problem that needs to be addressed.
The Bexar Grotto is hosting this event. Not Geary Schindel. This event is possible because of the pool of free labor from
Bexar Grotto volunteers. I am not discounting your involvement, Geary. No one—and I mean no one—does more work
for this event than you, and it simply would not be possible without you. However, there is also no individual who
benefits more than you. The networking you get from putting on this event is invaluable for you professionally. You are
making contacts and building relationships with potential interns and employees and employers. You’re training people
in your field and making them a more valuable resource, and those people have you to thank for putting this
together. All that is wonderful for you and the hydrogeology community. Unfortunately, the majority of the Grotto
volunteers are neither hydrogeologists nor geologists. We don’t get benefits from this like additional trade skills or
networking in our field. The Grotto volunteers are helping because they expect it to be financially beneficial to the
Grotto, and rightly it should since the Bexar Grotto is the entity taking the financial and legal liability. $500 to Ralph to
compensate him for travel to show up for one weekend? That’s $500 not going to the Grotto, plus it leaves all the other
volunteers wondering why their expenses aren’t being covered, like MJ who wants local travel expenses. Jill’s back
onboard—is she going to ask to get paid again? This all sets a dangerous precedence that is going to spiral out of
control. Then there’s a $50 prize for the best field lunch? $100 in books as prizes for yodeling and hog-calling contests
when we already had a palette of books available? These aren’t relevant to the workshop, and they’re taking away
funds that would ultimately go to the Grotto. $500 scholarship for geology field camp? That’s $500 less for the Grotto,
but OK, as long as the person is worthy. $2000 in scholarships? That’s a lot harder to swallow. Then suddenly the
scholarships morph into $2000 in cash door prizes? That’s $2000 that could be used to buy rescue equipment for the
Grotto that could literally save someone’s life, and instead it’s beer money for college students? No. No way.
As your friend, I need to make you aware that other volunteers also disgruntled. These expenses are not in the best
interest of the Bexar Grotto. They are, however, in the best interest of your long-term vision for the HydroGeo
Workshop. Although you’ve never shared your vision fully with the rest of us, I gather it’s something akin to growing
into an internationally-recognized hydrogeologic field camp with hands-on training and experience that simply is not
available anywhere else. That’s a great vision. Very noble. However, training hydrogeologists is not the purpose of the
Bexar Grotto. The Grotto is a caving club. We should be focused on caving. Instead, the Grotto is putting hundreds of
manhours into this workshop, and the only benefit we are getting is financial (which is not without its own headaches
and turmoil). The more that this money is being siphoned off and no longer benefits the Grotto, the more resistance
and scrutiny you’re going to find to these extraneous expenses.
I should also note that as of this morning, we only have 71 people registered. HydroGeo is three weeks away and we’re
only at 20% registration. By this time for the first two workshops, we had nearly 300 people registered, plus a long
waiting list. Last year, we didn’t come close to selling out, and I foresee an even bigger shortfall this year. Registration is
way down. Sponsorships are way down. Expenses are up. I (and several others) am trying to keep you grounded in
what’s best for the Grotto who is hosting the event and not get lost in your grand vision of what the workshop could
become to the hydrogeology community.
--Bennett
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From: Geary Schindel [mailto:gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 2:19 PM
To: Bennett Lee <Bennett@BennettLee.com>; Gregg Williams <gregg.wllms@gmail.com>
Cc: Pam Campbell (pc926@hotmail.com) <pc926@hotmail.com>; Geary Schindel (gschindel@mindspring.com)
<gschindel@mindspring.com>
Subject: RE: EAA sponsorship
In the past, I’ve been able to coordinate the Workshop with a meeting of our Aquifer Science Advisory Panel and our
Distinguished Lecture Series and brought in Neven Kresic, Calvin Alexander, Maureen Muldoon, Bob Brinkmann, and
John Van Brahana. None of them will be able to attend this year. For a number of reasons, I was not able to coordinate a
meeting this year with the workshop.
Note that Calvin and Van Brahana taught the Tracer Testing module and Ralph Ewers came in on his own dime to help
last year. Van and Calvin are not coming this year. Ralph is coming again this year as we would not be able to have a
tracer testing module without him. I told him that I would see if we can utilize some funds for travel to help cover his
cost. If we don’t wish to do that, then I will make other arrangements to help him out.
The Bexar Grotto can use the funding from its sponsors as it sees fit to enhance the quality of the workshop. How it
chooses to do that is up to the workshop steering committee. I should not have assumed that you all had the same
vision of the event as I did and should have asked for consensus first. I have not committed to covering his cost, only in
trying to find some funds to help him out and his attendance is not based on any form of compensation.
I’m done with this.
Geary

From: Bennett Lee [mailto:Bennett@BennettLee.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 1:48 PM
To: Gregg Williams <gregg.wllms@gmail.com>; Geary Schindel <gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org>
Cc: Pam Campbell (pc926@hotmail.com) <pc926@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: EAA sponsorship
What is this? We’re paying someone’s travel costs? To fly here from out of state? And all he’s doing is helping with a
module? Why doesn’t EAA pay for this guy directly instead of funneling money through us?
launder:
To disguise the source or nature of (illegal funds, for example) by channeling through an intermediate agent.
--Bennett
From: Gregg Williams [mailto:gregg.wllms@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 9:42 AM
To: Geary Schindel <gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org>
Cc: Pam Campbell (pc926@hotmail.com) <pc926@hotmail.com>; Bennett Lee <Bennett@BennettLee.com>
Subject: Re: EAA sponsorship
FYI,
I received the $1500 check in the mail yesterday. Pam, I can bring it to you whenever you are available.
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Gregg
On Tue, Aug 22, 2017 at 7:49 AM, Geary Schindel <gschindel@edwardsaquifer.org> wrote:
Pam,

This year I increased the amount that the EAA has donated from $1,000 to $1,500 with the intent of helping Ralph
Ewers with some of his travel costs. I suspect they will be a little less than $500. We aren’t holding a meeting at the EAA
before the workshop this year so I can’t cover their costs with some other grant money. Ralph is flying in from Kentucky
and will be helping with the Tracer Testing module.

I wish I could have gotten his commitment sooner as he is an excellent keynote speaker. However, we’ve already asked
Dr. Adams who will also do a great job.

We’ll hold off on the scholarships until this winter when we see how we’re doing financially.

Thanks for all you do.

Geary
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Addendum A:
Three Legal Opinions
State Geary Is Wrong

Bennett Lee
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ted D. Lee <Ted.Lee@gunn-lee.com>
Monday, November 27, 2017 3:18 PM
Bennett Lee
RE: Bexar Grotto HydroGeo Workshop

Bennett,
I just got an oral opinion from Jim Curphy, a tax attorney. The remainder of the unrestricted funds (the registration fees)
can be spent for any legit purpose of the non-profit.

Ted D. Lee
Gunn, Lee & Cave, P.C.
300 Convent Street, Suite 1080
San Antonio, TX 78205
(210) 886-9500 phone
(210) 886-9883 fax
tedlee@gunn-lee.com
The documents and information accompanying this electronic transmission contain information belonging to Gunn, Lee& Cave, P.C., which is confidential and/or legally
privileged. This information is only intended for the use of the individual or entity named above. IF YOU ARE NOT THE NAMED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISCLOSURE, PRINTING, COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR TAKING OF THIS INFORMATION FOR ANY USE WHATSOEVER IS STRICTLY
PROHIBITED. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please immediately reply and notify the sender and delete the message. Unauthorized interception of this
electronic transmission is a violation of federal criminal law.

From: Ted D. Lee
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2017 3:06 PM
To: Bennett Lee (Bennett@BennettLee.com)
Subject: FW: Bexar Grotto HydroGeo Workshop

Bennett,
I just received the below email.
Note the part “My understanding was that all the funds were earmarked for the event.” I think that understanding is
incorrect for the registration fees. A registration fees is just that; a fee to attend the course. It can be spent any way the
grotto thinks it should be spent.
However, even if correct, if all expenses of the event have been paid, then the registration fees can certainly be used to
pay other expenses of the non-profit, i.e. Bexar Grotto.

Ted D. Lee
Gunn, Lee & Cave, P.C.
300 Convent Street, Suite 1080
San Antonio, TX 78205
(210) 886-9500 phone
(210) 886-9883 fax
tedlee@gunn-lee.com
The documents and information accompanying this electronic transmission contain information belonging to Gunn, Lee& Cave, P.C., which is confidential and/or legally
privileged. This information is only intended for the use of the individual or entity named above. IF YOU ARE NOT THE NAMED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISCLOSURE, PRINTING, COPYING, DISTRIBUTION OR TAKING OF THIS INFORMATION FOR ANY USE WHATSOEVER IS STRICTLY
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PROHIBITED. If you have received this electronic transmission in error, please immediately reply and notify the sender and delete the message. Unauthorized interception of this
electronic transmission is a violation of federal criminal law.

From: legal@caves.org [mailto:legal@caves.org] On Behalf Of Jay Clark
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2017 2:37 PM
To: Bennett Lee; legal@caves.org
Subject: Re: Bexar Grotto HydroGeo Workshop

Mr Lee: Thanks for your inquiry. I did talk to Geary about this last week. Let me preface my opinion by stating
that I am not a tax expert. I cannot give you any references to the IRS code. My understanding was that all the
funds were earmarked for the event. That is a
factual question and not a legal one., and if true that is what the funds should be used for. If it is not correct
then the funds can be used for any purpose consistent with your non profit status. I am assuming that the
funds from student registration were not donations and as such were not tax deductible hence they would
have to be used for expenses incurred by the non-profit. Hope this helps you a little. Jay Clark
From: legal@caves.org <legal@caves.org> on behalf of Bennett Lee <Bennett@BennettLee.com>
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2017 2:17:04 AM
To: legal@caves.org
Subject: Bexar Grotto HydroGeo Workshop
Geary Schindel informed me that he received an opinion from the NSS Legal Committee concerning the funds brought in
by the Bexar Grotto (registered 501(c)(3) nonprofit) hosting a HydroGeo Workshop.
According to Geary, the funds brought in by our sponsors are earmarked for spending on the HydroGeo Workshop
because they were specifically solicited for that event. My understanding is that this is correct, and these funds were
indeed spent on the workshop. Sponsorship brought in over $25,000 total, while the event cost over $36,000
total. Furthermore, in all four years we hosted, the sponsorship donations never once covered the full cost of the
event. The shortfall was covered by student registrations.
However, Geary is then claiming that all the student registrations for the workshop are also earmarked for spending on
the workshop. Can you explain this? My understanding is that these student registrations are program revenue, not
donations, and therefore they are general funds to be used for whatever purpose, not earmarked exclusively for the
workshop. Furthermore, I ran registration and there was no claim anywhere on the website, registration form, etc., that
the student registrations were to be spent exclusively on the workshop. Whichever is correct—earmarked or general—
can you provide any supporting IRS or legal references?
Lastly, I know this is short notice, but time is of the essence. Our Grotto meets tonight, and I am certain this will be a
hotly debated topic.
Bennett Lee
Programs Vice-Chair
Bexar Grotto
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Nonprofit's Funds?
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& Greg McRay, EA

D Education, Managing a Nonprofit

One of the things that you learn quickly when starting and operating a
501 (c)(3) organization is that you have to handle money wisely. A
nonprofit is no different than any other business in that you must
make ends meet. Otherwise, your charity will cease to exist. The
current economic difficulties make this task even more challenging as
we all are stretching dollars until they are see-through.
But here's a question you probably haven't considered: In all of your
efforts to keep the lights on, could it be that you are misappropriating
funds without knowing it? Is it possible that you are even committing
a crime? If you do not understand what the IRS requires regarding
designated funds, you might be.

https://www.501c3.org/misappropriating-nonprofit-funds/
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I cannot begin to tell you how many times we see this situation
messed up. Most of the time, it is an innocent attempt by a board or
executive director to just be good stewards of the money people have
donated.
For example, suppose things are tight at the soup kitchen. There is
not enough cash in the general operating fund to buy all the food that
is needed for the upcoming Christmas season. There is, however, a
pretty good chunk of cash sitting in the fund designated for building a
new facility. And, in truth, the food shortage is a far more pressing
need. It is unlikely a building project will be started for at least two
years. Is it OK to divert some of the building fund money to the food
fund?
Maybe ... or maybe not.

Two Types of Designated Funds
Understanding that there are two types of designated funds (or
donations), solicited and unsolicited, is the first step in getting this
right. Let's take a look at each:
Solicited designations. A solicitation means that your organization

asked for donations for a particular cause. Maybe it was by letter,
email, website, radio spot. .. it doesn't really matter. What matters is
that donations given in response to a direct solicitation are to be
permanently dedicated to that purpose. In our soup kitchen example,
the board cannot move that money around, no matter how dire the
circumstances, if those funds are the result of a solicitation. Just last
week, many of you may have read the story of the director of a large,
national charity resigning after it was found he did just this very thing.
Was it for a good reason? Yes. Was it illegal? Unfortunately, yes.
Unsolicited designations. These are donated funds that the donor

designates without having been solicited by the charity. For example,
Bob decides to donate $100 to the local soup kitchen, but on his own
decides to "designate" that those funds be used for future expansion.
In this situation, can the charity legally divert that money to its food
fund? This may surprise you ... but the answer is, ''Yes!" To be fair,
there are certainly times where it is politically expedient to honor an
unsolicited designation, but the key point is that only the charity itself
can tie strings to the donation. This news often comes as a welcome
https://www.501c3.org/misappropriating-nonprofit-funds/
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relief to charities that have struggled with how to deal with these
situations.
One more point about solicited designations ... there are ways to avoid
this problem. First, provide a disclaimer with your solicitation that the
organization reserves the right to move money as it sees fit. Or, that
any funds received over and above the budget of the solicited
purpose will be put into the general fund. In a situation where it's too
late for a disclaimer, you can go back to donors and ask permission to
retask their donations. Keep in mind that they have the legal right to
say no, though that is unlikely in most legitimate situations of need.
Handling the finances of a nonprofit is always a challenge. Knowing
how to properly address designations is crucial to staying out of
trouble with your donors ... and the law.

Does Your Nonprofit Ask
for Donations?
If so, you probably need to register for
(or renew) charitable solicitations in
your state. Click here to inquire about
what your nonprofit needs to do.
Learn More

Greg McRay, EA
Greg McRay is the founder and CEO of The
Foundation Group. He is registered with the
IRS as an Enrolled Agent and specializes in
501 (c)(3) and other tax exemption issues.
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0 7 years 11 days ago

Athletic Bobert
I run an athletic contest within a festival run by a 501 c3

83'ifiN

organization. For participants to compete in this
contest, they pay a registration fee. The web page for
this festival states that for the registration fee, the
contestant will receive at-shirt and lunch. The festival
lost money this year as it rained enough to keep people
away but not enough to trigger weather insurance. Now
there is a scramble to pay bills. Some say the
registration fees are earmarked funds that have to first
be used to pay the expenses of the contest within the
festival. If so, is using the registration fee to pay other
bills misappropriation of funds? Others say the
registration fee is general revenue and can be used to
pay any bill without restriction. Since the registration
fee is not a donation to the 501 c3, is there earmarking
of the funds? Is registration a Fee for service? Any
advice or help on the accounting treatment of the
registration fee would be wonderful.
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Greg McRay, EA
Tough question. I'm making the assumption
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that registration fees were non-refundable.
Those fees are considered program revenue,
not donations. Therefore, I would come down
on the side of it being general revenue
available to be used for whatever purpose.
Program revenue is almost never restricted
funds unless very obvious strings are attached
by the organization. As long as you do not owe
the registrants anything back, my opinion is to
use the money however it needs to be used.
Whatever you do, consider the public image
ramifications. Good luck.
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